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Short Term: Bullish
Despite being at record high levels, there is very little at 
present that could slow down or reverse price rises short 
term till the Autumn. 

Long Term: Slightly                                   Bearish
Past October, when trading activity cools off, we could 
finally see bearish sentiment in the markets. The overall 
long term trend will be very dependent on the outlook of 
next winter weather conditions
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Unplanned outages at Norwegian facilities ↑ 

Coal nears $100/ton ↑ 

Oil at 3 year highs ↑  

Depleted gas storage levels in UK ↑ 

Little LNG deliverers to UK ↑ 

Vaccine roll out at a fast pace ↑

Lack of gas capacity purchased in East Europe ↑ 

Summer maintenance underway ↑ 

EUA Carbon bull run cools off ↓ 

3rd wave of covid-19 cases in UK ↓ 

Nord Stream 2 to be completed in September ↓
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Review of market movements over July
Wholesale prices have seen another month of price gains with very strong 

increases being seen again, although less than the eye watering rises seen in June. 

Gas prices are up 12% while power prices are up 8%  

Key Drivers
Frequent unplanned outages at Norwegian facilities 
An already packed summer maintenance schedule has not been helped this 
month by several unplanned outages, mainly at Norwegian facilities, affecting gas 
supply into the Langeled pipeline, which is responsible for 20% of the UK's gas 
supply. The Oseberg and Troll facilities both saw outages throughout the month to 

restrict supply at times. 

While having the short term impact of restricting supply, this also has a knock on 
effect medium term too as the tight gas system has meant we have been unable to 
replenish gas storage levels at the rate hoped and the markets have been pricing 
in this growing risk, with all months up to March 2022 above 100p/therm 
currently.       

Brent Crude pushes higher thanks to OPEC+ disagreement and growing demand 

While carbon prices have finally settled at its price level recently, oil continues its 
march upwards, and is up a further 8% to over $75/barrel to end the month. This 
was helped with a bit of drama from OPEC at the start of the month, with a 
disagreement between the UAE and Saudi Arabia on output levels. This actually 
pushed oil prices downwards at first with the outlook of no cuts in place from 
August, but an agreement was eventually settled on the 13th July, creating plenty 
of volatility in the commodity. 

Underpinning all of this is the steady rise in demand for oil which has been 
recovering as developed nations exit lockdowns. It has also resulted in petrol and 
diesel prices in the UK being at its highest level in 8 years. Its not just your energy 
bill raising the cost of living.       

LNG supply orders dry up
LNG cargo imports into the UK have become one of the main sources of natural 
gas in recent years. However this has become increasing scarce in 2021 as the UK 
and the EU is being priced out by Asia for the vessels. Just two vessels docked in 
the UK in July, and while August looks to be a better outlook of bookings, a clear 
trend is being seen and the markets have taken note.   

UK gas storage levels still only 1/4 full
A topic already mentioned and in past reports is the situation with the UK's gas 
storage levels. It has been another disappointing month in replenishing our storage 
levels, with storage levels sitting at around 24%. There is real genuine concern it 
will be a struggle to get up to 60% by the winter, which is considered a very 
minimum level at least to then tap into for cold winter spells when needed. How 
the situation plays out is still very dependent on the type of winter we have. A 
repeat of conditions in 2020 which had sustained cold spells will put a real test on 
the grid, while a more mild winter like 2019 would be more forgiving.   
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Graph 1: Wholesale gas prices 2013 to date

Graph 2: Wholesale power prices 2013 to date



Outlook Prediction and key events for the month ahead

Will oil keep making gains?
It has been a very strong year for oil, as the simple fundamental of ever increasing demand pushing 
prices higher. With OPEC starting to ease some of the production cuts, will oil continue pushing 
higher at the same rate? Concerns over the Delta variant spreading across the USA and China (the 
two biggest consumers), has seen the price of Brent pull back in recent days. Just how much 
impact this will have on demand is hard to gauge, but any reintroduction of restrictions in these 
countries will signal bearish news on the commodity, and in turn, feed bearish sentiment into gas & 
power prices. It is a big month ahead to see how this one plays out. 

Will the UK see a increase in LNG delivery? 
August is already looking a better picture of LNG schedules, compared to July, with five booked 
in. But that won't have taken much to beat July's figure of two. There's set to be a flurry of tankers 
available in September on the open market. If the UK can secure a few of these, it will help boost 
the supply picture and may settle prices downwards. 

Can the UK improve its gas storage reserves? 
Right now, UK storage reserves sit at 24%, and August will have to shape up to be a very strong 
month of injections to get us into a more healthy position, with just a concerning 3% gain made in 
July. As mentioned, LNG deliverers look set to increase. An uninterrupted feed in from Europe 
and Norway will be key, but with plenty of maintenance work still to take place, there is likely to be 
further disruption to supply. The markets will be paying close attention and factoring in this 
ongoing risk accordingly.     

Has the UK seen the peak of the 3rd wave peak?
At one point in July, the threat of 100,000 cases a day was very real at the rate of doubling every 
11 days or so as we soared to 50,000+ mid month. However towards the end of the month, we 
have seen cases start to decline. This for the most part has surprised experts. The question is if 
this is a temporary blip, or if cases will continue to tail off. August will present a much clearer 
picture as the data comes in. Lower case levels as we enter Autumn, gives us a much better 
fighting chance of avoiding restrictions in the winter months, and therefore not suppressing 
demand.      

Recommendation
A new month, brings new record highs in the markets. It has gotten to the point now of a 200%+ 
increase from the lows of April 2020 to the present highs, and you may just have to start looking at 
energy contracts in a new way and at a new price range for the foreseeable. Reading through the 
predictions for the month ahead, you can certainly see ways prices could come down. But 
for every bearish factor, there are two bullish ones currently. 

It won't always be this way, energy markets, like most commodities always go through upwards and 
downwards cycles, but right now, we are amidst the greatest bull run seen and the signs are its still 
got steam left to continue upwards further still in the short term.            

The report is based on our educated opinion taken from publicly available data. This is not a 
guarantee on future price movements, market prices can go up or down unexpectedly




